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I INTRODUCTION
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Since Gruber suggested the name "Agglutination" for the
phenomenon of bacterial clumping by immune serum, the mechanism of this
manifestation of antibody-antigen combination has received intensive
study by serologists, bacteriologists, organic and physical chemists,-
physicists, and biologists. As a result, agglutination has been
interpreted according to the laws of various fields at one time or
another. At the turn of the century two opposing schools developed.
Ehrlich built up an elaborate"side-chain" theory by which definite
chemical groups on the agglutinins combined specifically with their
corresponding antigens, while still other groupings were supposed to
bring about agglutination. Bordet opposed this view by proposing a
colloid chemical mechanism in which two stages were involved. A
specific combination of antibody with antigen was followed by a slower
stage requiring the presence of an electrolyte, which caused visable
aggregation of the antibody-antigen compound.
Tfith the discarding of the "side-chain" theory Bordet 's views
were accepted by most immunologis ts until karrack in 1934 proposed a
specific chemical union between combining groups on molecules of anti-
body and antigen. At the present time immunologists are again divided
into two schools of thought, one favoring L'arrack ' s hypothesis and
another agreeing with Bordet 1 s theory.
The purpose of this thesis is two-fold: first, to review some
of the studies which have been made and the conclusions which have been
drawn from these studies, and to summarize the results which form a
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foundation on which our modern knowledge of bacterial cohesion is built,
and second, to present the results of experiments which suggest that
there may be both specific and non-specific factors governing the forces
between agglutinated bacteria.
,
4 II REVIEW OF LITERATURE
A. EARLY STUDY OF AGGLUTIHAT I Oil
Gruber and Durham (V^) were the first to make an intensive
study of agglutination in 1896, although the phenomenon had been observed
prior to this time by Charrin and Roger (A3) and Bordet (/<?). The first
series of experiments following this announcement had to do with develop-
ing methods of bacterial identification using aggregation produced by
substances other than immune sera. Malvoy (<»^) in 1897 believed that
formaldehyde caused specific agglutination of Eberthella typhosa1 .
Others refuted this, and finally, Bossart (/£ ) and Sabrages and
Brengues studied many substances causing bacterial aggregation, but
found none that could be used for species identification.
With this problem settled other methods were tried, and in
1911 Beniasch ( 8 ) using Eb . typhosa and .Michael is', 7/ ) with a variety
of bacteria showed that a definite hydrogen ion concentration and acid
agglutination respectively, could be used as aids in the recognition of
m
species. A process of "salting out" was suggested by Liefmanr (£/ ) as a
possibility in 1913. After these attempts bacterial identification by
i The nomenclature used in this thesis follows that found in Bergey,D.H,,
R.S. Breed, E.G.D. Murray, and A. P. Kitchens: Bergey's Manual of Deter-
minative Bacteriology. 1939. 5th. edition. Baltimore; The Williams and
ilkins Company.

"artificial" agglutination gradually ceased.
A second group of workers interested themselves in the mechanism
of agglutination. Gruber and Durham believed that a chemical change
caused by the antiserum takes place in the outer layers of the bacterial
protoplasm, making the latter sticky. Faltauf attempted to devise
a mechanical explanation, suggested that in all cultures a certain amount
of agglutinable substance diffuses into the medium, and antiserum precipi-
tates this substance which forms a coagulum where the bacteria become
entangled. The contraction of this coagulum leads to the formation of
agglutinated masses. In 1399 Bordet's (^3) famous theory of the two
phase reaction was published, in which was emphasized the fact that the
presence of an electrolyte is necessary for agglutination, comparable to
the addition of electrolytes in aggregations of "denatured" proteins.
(This theory will be discussed more fully in a later section of this
thesis.) After Bordet's interpretation there followed a series of inves-
tigations developing this idea, with the result that Bechhold ( L ), Zang-
ger {US) , Heisser and Friedmann {?f ) agreed that there is a similarity
between the reactions of colloids and those of bacteria. At this time
also Bechhold (4 ) tested the activity of various ions, studied electrical
charges of bacteria, determined agglutination limits, and demonstrated
regular and irregular series of agglutinations.
A survey of the literature covering the first fifteen years
following the discovery of agglutination suggests that enthusiasm for
the subject resulted in a greater volume of experimental observations than
has since been published during a similar period of time. Although many
theories were propounded, and many discrepancies, fallacies, and

refutations resulted, a number of basic procedures and observations were
established which pointed the way to important future experiments. >
3. RESULTS OF DIFFERENT METEGDS USED 15 THE STUDY OF BACTERIAL COHESION
1 . Biological
a. Microscopical Observation
Many of the effects of antibody-antigen combination were ob-
served and described before an attempt, was made to explain them. Bordet
) (// ) "while Working with Vibrio somraa noticed the loss of motility, and
that both these organisms and streptococci "se reunissent en aire^s
flottants dans le liquide".
In general, microscopic observations of agglutination have not
been the common practice in research on this subject, for observers have
been more interested in the chemical and physical changes which occur.
As a result, test tube tests, which can be watched macroscopically, and
where conditions can be more accurately controlled, have been found to
be more practicable
.
To demonstrate the specificity of the combination microscopically
Topley, ",,'ilson, and Duncan added equal parts of two bacterial sus-
pensions to equal volumes of a mixture of two corresponding antisera.
The mixtures were incubated, samples were removed from the tubes, were
stained, and the smears were examined. As a result of this technique,
these workers found clumps of pneumococci and clumps of 5b
. typhos i but
no mixed clumps. This was confirmed by "Wiener and Herman (//y) using
pneumococci and red blood cells, with the exception that in the case of
antibody excess non-specific clumping occurred. However, Abramson ( / )
found both homogeneous and heterogeneous aggregations when he mixed
- 4 -

Klebsiella pneumoniae and red blood cells.
The phenomenon of agglutination has been observed recently by
rnicrocinematographical methods, and three types of aggregation have been
2
described. Pijper used 5b. t;,phosa to demonstrate H, 0, and Vi
agglutination in connection with this organism. In a normal saline
suspension the bacilli were seen to be in violent motion but were never
found *to collide with one another. Upon the addition of an "0" antiserum
the bacteria suddenly changed their courses, repulsion was ^one, and the
bacilli became attached to one another by their "heads". The clumping
followed a definite pattern, so that the result resembled crystal forma-
tion. Occasionally, the procedure was not as simple as this, for some
organisms approached one clump, paused a moment, even touched it, and
suddenly darted off again; others ignored clumps entirely; and still
others, after becoming attached, freed themselves to become suspended
within the solution or to find another clump. There w%s no side-to-side
agglutination, and as soon as the clumping occurred, the organisms lost
s
. H agglutination: the large fluffy type of agglutination resulting
from the combination of flagell a antigens and their corresponding
agglutinins
•
0 agglutination: The small granular type of agglutination resulting
from combination of somatic antigens and their corresponding agglutinins.
Vi agglutination: Agglutination resulting from the combination of
the heat labile antigens found in living suspensions of some bacteria
and their corresponding agglutinins.

their motility. Ho distinguishing characteristics could be . determined
microscopically between those bacilli remaining free and those within the
clumps. Pijper concluded, "The whole film leaves no doubt that in 0-
agglutination the original repulsion which kept the bacilli apart and
allowed them to follow courses of their own, disappears. It is seen to be
replaced by mutual attraction, which acts in the direction of their long
axis. The nature of this change is hidden, but it is tempting to think
of changes in electrical charge."
In describing H-agglutination, Pijper found that the addition of
"H" antiserum was followed by a change in the mode of locomotion to that
of spasmodic, circular movements. The tails and bodies were observed to
collect a progressively thick covering which enclosed the entire organism,
thus allowing awkward movements only. The tails lost more and more
motility; and finally, the suspension contained inert bacilli. 3rownian
movement, convection currents, and what was left of the motility in the
tail caused a type of motion of these organisms which eventually resulted
in the flagella becoming entangled. No set pattern of clumping developed.
From this observation, Pijper concluded that "H" antiserum, as such, does
not produce agglutination but merely creates the possibility for entangle-
ment; for there did not seem to be mutual attraction.
When bacilli were treated with "Vi" antiserum, there was a
slowing of motility caused by a progressive limpness of the tail.
Spasmodic movements, resulting in more frequent collisions, led to agglu-
tination. The repellent forces might have been less powerful, but Pijper
saw no evidence of a disappearance of them, ileither was there a mutual
attraction; however, the surfaces seemed to become more sticky, and the

characteristic side-to-side attacliments were slowly built up.
Alterations of bacterial flagella and cell walls following
specific sensitization h-ve been described by Mudd and Anderson {75) from
observations through the electron microscope. The flagella became more
conspicuous, thicker, less uniform in outline, and tended to stick together
and the cell walls became more opaque and fuzzy in outline as the .result
of a layer of homologous antibodies upon them. From their observations
these workers suggested that following sensitization, the deposition of
antibodies may proceed from a patchy distribution to a film which corres-
ponds in thickness to the minimum axis of a globulin molecule, and,
finally, to a film the thickness of which corresponds to one in which the
globulin molecules are radially placed. These results closely resemble
those reported by Bateman, Calkins, and Chambers {5~) who used the opti-
cal technic of Blodgett and Langmuir to observe the film of antibody
deposited upon the "M" substance of Lancefield.
2 . Chemical
a. Study of Composition of Antigen and Antibody
A comparatively recent development in the study of agglutination
has been the isolation and identification of bacterial antigens. Immuno-
logists originally held that the antigenic nature of bacteria depended
upon their protein nature, and that if additional substances were sus-
pected of having antigenic powers, it was because of their combination
with the protein molecule (i^) . It is now the prevailing opinion
that a bacterial cell "is a complex mosaic of proteins, lipoids, and
carbohydrates, and it is conceivable that any of these, after being taken
up by the reticuloendothelial system, might function as an antigen." {/g )
.
It is also known that functioning; as a whole, a bacterial cell may have

greater antigenic power than any of its components. Iwany bacteria have
been analysed, and the results have been sumnarized by Topley and Wilson
and Boyd (/5). Type specific proteins and polysaccharides have
been found in staphylococci. Lancefield, while working with streptococci,
has found strain specific nucleo-proteins and several complex carbohydrates
The proteins found in pneumococci are shared by all types. However,
polysaccharides in the capsules determine type specificity {[Xj J-fj HyS^).
Capsular carbohydrates are presumably the determining factors for classi-
fication of Hemophilus influenzae . The Brucella group have been found to
contain lipoids, phospholipids, protein-like material, and the polymerized
formyl derivative of an amino compound. The species identification for
K. pneumona
?
resides in a nucleo-protein within the body of the bacteria,
and the type specific antigen is a capsular polysaccharide. higella
dysenteriae contains a complex of a phospholipid, a polysaccharide, and
a polypeptide-like substance, in which the polysaccharide is considered
the determinant of specificity and the polypeptide-like component is
necessary for antigenicity. The "0" antigen of Eb. typhos a is considered
a carbohydrate-lipoid antigen, und similar complexes are found in the
rasteurella group, Pseudomonas aeruginos a, Bacillus jithracia, and
Proteus vulgaris XI
9
As a result of experiments in this field it may be seen that
bacterial cells are made up of complexes of compounds, and that one such
combination may give rise to more than one distinct antibody. Further-
more, under varying conditions one or more of these components may react
in different ways with the agglutinin.
For several years immunolo^ists were rather vague in describing

the composition of the antibody. It was generally agreed that antibody
was in some way connected with serum protein ( zj, ^ / / 1. ); some went so far
as to suggest that they were modified serum globulins; while still others
reported protein-free antibody solutions (^)« Keidelberger points out
that the reason for these indefinite reports was that the tests for
antibody function were more delicate than the chemical reactions available
for detection of the protein. Agglutinin for Eb . typhosa may be detected
at a serum dilution of 1:100,000, while the chemical tests detect protein
when the dilution is not higher than 1:1,000. Recently, new microanaly-
tical methods determine the antibodies in weight units in terms of speci-
fic ft/cc of serum. Purified antibody solutions have been examined in the
ultracentrifuge and electrophoresis apparatus, by which methods antibodies
proved to be typical serum proteins {S~l Ji )• The physical properties
indicate that they belong to the "globulin" class. Anderson ( A. ) states,
"The antibodies, generally speaking, are so closely related to the glob-
ulins chemically, that it is almost impossible to distinguish between
them except by serological reactions". He also points out that antibodies
have the same nitrogen content and the same isoelectric point as serum
globulins. I'odern methods have, however, revealed some minor differences.
b. Change of Enviroment
Antibody-antigen combination and the resultant flocculation
may be altered by very slight deviations in the surrounding medium,
cc . Variation of salt concentration
.
Since Sordet in 1699 suggested that salt was necessary for
agglutination to take place, there has been a wealth of experimentation
in this direction. In demonstrating the simple effect of NaCl, with
0<
other factors remaining constant, it is seen that if bacteria are treated
with the corresponding antiserum in water instead of saline, no agglutination
is evident, although it can be shown that the two reagents have combined
by cent rifuging. the serum-antigen suspension. This leaves a supernatant
fluid devoid of antibody. Upon resuspension of the organisms in saline,
agglutination will take place, even though UaCl in the absence of serum
will not agglutinate the bacteria if a physiological solution is used.
Tullock {HO) as a result of experimentation along this line,
likened the process of sensitization of bacteria to denaturation,
reported that M in respect to the behavior toward electrolytes, unsensi-
tized bacteria resemble fresh egg white and sensitized organisms resemble
denatured egg v/hite, the former precipitate by strong concentrations of
salt only, the latter flocculate readily in low salt (physiological
It has been reported frequently that there can be no complete
agglutination without salt (#"3, 2,^25"). However, Forges (72.) found that
with very powerful immune serum, agglutination occurred, even though
the serum was dialized and no salt was present. Putter (%T") and Eggerth
and Bellows (JL>) found Escherichia oli to be agglutinated in the
absence of salt,
Shibley {j0&) ,working with variations in growth temperature
observed in the case of streptococci that those bacteria grown at room
temperature were stable in any ITaCl solution* but if grown at 37°C
stability was not apparent in these same concentrations. The effect of
salt on washed and on sensitized Eb. typhosa and the bacillus of rabbit
septicemia has been studied, with the result that salt decreased the
cohesion of washed organisms, but had no effect on the cohesion of films
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sensitized with antiserum. In this wav Northrop and de Kruif (JJ) believe
that rather than sensitizing the "bacteria, serum protects them from the
salt, so that the latter does not reduce the cohesive force.
Bier (?) studied the effect of increasing salt concentrations
and was able to show that the position of the optimal flocculation was
displaced tuward a higher proportion of serum. This observation, con-
firmed by Duncan (3/ ) usiiv para dysenteriae Flexner "Z", is apparent-
ly due to depression of agglutination at the original optimal ratio by a
relative excess of aalt. Duncan carried the experiment further in find-
ing that weak salt solution displaced the optimal agglutination to the
region of less antibody. Duncan {3ty found that the optimal salt concen-
tration at the serum erf-point peak seeed to vary in tests with different
combinations of antigen and antibody; 1/28 M with Eb. typhosa suspension
and serum, and l/56 M with Stanley strain suspension and anti-typhosus
serum. This differs from ^orthrop and de Kruif s experiment (^J) which
showed, the optimum salt concentration to be 0 * 1U for Eb
.
typhosa and
anti-typhosa serum. In studying deviations from these points Durham found
that results showed a progressive increase in amount of uncombined anti-
body on both sides as the salt concentration deviated from the optimum.
Further experiments sh owed that at the salt optimum end at all concentra-
tions less than this, dilutions with weak salt solutions or with distilled
water caused dissociation of the antibody. Addition of a stronger salt
than the initial (except at the optimum) led to further antibody absorp-
tion until the final salt concentration equaled optimum. This was true
in H-agglutination, thus supporting the view that the principal effect
of salt in agglutination is on the combination of antigen and antibody.

\iher. S. paradysenteriac KIT, X, and Z were tested along with
ul lorurn and a non-motile strain of Eb. typhosa the results differed
from the H-agglutination. The salt optimum of a suspension of S» dyser -
teriae with its antiserum was found to be 2/7M. Agglutination was
weakened with the dilution of salt and with greater concentrations. It
may be concluded that "0" antibody may dissociate from a flagellated
bacteria at a salt concentration which is optimal for absorption of the
"H" antibody. This may be stated in the words of Duncan, "The salt
optimum determines the maximum combination of antibody with antigen, and
thus influences the quantity of agglutination."
Eagle (35") and Northrop and de Kruif (#3.) believe that KaCl
has a direct effect on the electrical charge of bacteria. Sensitized
bacteria have a high surface charge which serves as a mutual repellent,
preventin_ cohesion of the organisms. Electrolytes reduce this cata-
phoretic potential to a point below the "critical value" of 10-15 milli-
volts. At this point aggregation begins. Increased salt causes further
reduction of the potential to almost zero, at which point, further addi-
tion of salt is ineffective. Northrop and de Kruif found that low concen-
tration of salt effect the potential and that high concentrations decreased
not
the cohesive force. As long as the cohesive force wasA affected , as in
sensitization with immune serum, agglutination occurs whenever the poten-
tial is reduced below 15 millivolts. However, should the cohesive force
be decreased, the critical potential decreases also, and in concentrated
salt solution, agglutination does not result even though there is no
measurable potential.
In a suspension of Brucella abortus or Eb
.
typhosa without salt,
- 12 -
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platt tfO) found that serum, proteins, either from antisera or normal sera,
were absorbed, producing a fall in the electrokinetic potential at the
water interface. When salt was added to the suspension, antiserum alone
was absorbed.
Apropos of this subject, Platt postulates that "the principal
effect of salt is to reduce to some critical level the forces preventing
(i) combination of antigen and antibody, and (ii) cohesion of the
sensitized organisms,
J3 . Variation of serum d ilution . It has been observed that an
increase in antibody accelerates aggregation until a maximum velocity is
obtained, after vhioh a further increase in immune serum is ineffective.
In explanation of this Eagle (3i") believes that the antibody builds up
an enveloping film of sensitizing antibody globulin around the bacteria.
When the film is complete, more antibody cannot be added, so that the
quantity of agglutination is not inc* eased beyond this point.
Duncan (j/ ), using the "A"'** ratio determination, found that
after agglutination had taken place in the various tubes, resistance to
dispersion was greatest at the position of optimal flocculation. As 93
per cent of the antibody is combined at the "A" ratio, cohesion at this
point is greatest, so that antibody is less firmly bound and more easily
dissociated on either side of the optimum. Huntoon has also ob-
served this "graduated variability in the firmness of union".
s
. "A" ratio: The ratio of s eruro dose to the suspension dose giving
optimal agglutination using different concentrations of bacterial
suspensions. It is the same as the a optimum proportions ratio of
other writers •
0«
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Donham and Fitch have shown that water may be inhibitory
to agglutination, and that it varies in the intensity of its inhibition,
so that the latter is proportional to the degree of dilution of serum
with water. In Bf . abortus agglutination reactions, all sera were not
inhibited to the same degree. These observers compared test tube pro-
cedures, in which the water content is large, to the plate method, in
which the water content is small. The bacteria were not agglutinated
macroscopically at room temperature until 1-3 dau.s in a test tube serum-
antigen mixture. If the same amounts of the same serf, were mixed for a
plate system, they were found to agglutinate even greater numbers of
bacteria within 1-10 minutes. Increased amounts of water even with the
addition of gelatin to eliminate the viscosity factor, decreased the
agglutination, but when negative serum was used for dilution instead of
water, agglutinating power was not changed. This indicates that there
are other factors present in water associated with inhibition, and these
workers suggested that in view of their findings another type of diluent
in which there is no inhibition of antibody be used for agglutination
tests
,
~r . Variation of pK . As a result of experiments in which sub-
stances other than immune sera were used for aggregation in identification
of bacteria, and because of the fact that the optimum concentration of
H-ions which precipitates proteins from solution is characteristic and
constant for each protein, Michaelis (//) experimented with Eb. typhos
and Salrnonell >aratyphi in this direction. He reported that these
bacilli were agglutinated by concentrations of E-ions from 4-8 x 10"^
respectively. Values for other organisms were also reported. Beniasch

confirmed some of these results (?). Arjcwright (3 ) later reported two
extractable Eb. typhosa proteins agglutinated by acids, one at 3.6 x 10~^
and another at 1.1 x 10"^.
Freund found the isoelectric point of whole Myc obac te r ium
tuberculosis to be at pK 3.0, of these organisms after the waxy capsule
had been removed, to be at 2.8 pK, of protein precipitate to be 2.8 and'
the alcoholic and lipoid-ether extracts to be 1.5 and 1.0 respectively,
showing the resemblance of the surface of !vl. tuberculosis to protein.
Folk and Jacobson {Hi), while studying the behavior of pneumococci under
varying pH conditions found two isoelectric points.
Species of bacteria vary markedly in their degree of flocculation
and optimum range of pH, but all are usuc ^y agglutinated in acid reaction^
Eagle (3^ ) accounted for this normal flocculation by saying that it may
represent the isoelectric point of one of the cell components. Korthrup
(83) found a relationship between minimal potential and flocculation and
the reversal of the sign of charge. Eagle' {Si) suggests this to be a
+. - + | M
change from cation protenate to protein anion with miaimum. ionization and
minimum stability at the isoelectric range.
Between pK 5 and pH 9 Michaelis and Davidson found that agglu-
tinin reactions were little affected ( 7K )• However, changing the
antibody concentration resulted in different ranges. Complete agglutina-
tion occurred over a wide range with higher antibody concentrations.
Reactions resembling more and more those with normal serum were found
as the concentration was lowered. Spontaneous agglutination was observed
at low pK levels. Northrop and de Kruif noticed that with low
concentrations of antibody the surface potential measured below the

critical level at lower pH levels. This was not present above pPi 6.
Acid agglutination zones of streptococci vary from day to day and with
varying conditions . (^•? )
.
6 . Variation of temperature . Strep c; {J°f) was the first to
make extensive observations of temperature in relation to the rate of
inactivation of agglutinins. The highest agglutinating power of Eb.
typhosa and Eg . coli agglutinins did not occur at a precisely fixed temper.
•ature, but took place in a zone extending usually between 60°-80°. He
found also that this zone varied with the serum of different animals.
Felix and Olitzki (3^) studied agglutinins for Eb. -yphos
a
and the
Salmonella group to find that these sera possessed heat resistances* dif-
fering from each other, that "H" and "0" antibodies of each group had
different inactivating temperatures
, ,
and that normal and immune agglu-
tinins for the same organism possessed the same resistance to heat. Jones
and Orcutt {Si) carried this experiment further to find that agglutinin
heated at 75°C for 30 minutes combined with the organism, but the second
phase of flocculation was inhibited.
Eisenberg and Volk {3%) reported that velocity of reaction was
very fast, so that equilibrium was reached in 5 minutes at temperatures
of 0°C and at 37°C. In contradiction to this statement, Dreyer and
cm
Douglas \io) found that the time taken before ecuilitrium was reached
with Bs coli and goat antiserum varied greatly with many factors, includ-
ing temperature and concentrations of other substances, and that equilib-
rium at room temperature took more than four hours. Hence, a definite
conclusion could not be made regarding combination of antigen and antibody
at different temperatures. It is now known that the velocity with which
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agglutination takes place usually increases rapidly from 0°C to 30°C and
less rapidly to 56°C at which time the antibody begins to be effected
{3Sj J$). Eagle (3sT) suggested that the increased speed with higher
temperatures may be due to increased viscosity and an increased rate of
Brownian movement resulting in more cohesions per unit time.
Direct measurements of cohesive force of bacteria grown at room
temperature indicated that the force is reduced, in contrast to those
grown at 37°C, in vhich case the cohesive power is increased {/*~°),
i . Addition of organic substances . There have been conflicting
reports through the literature concerning the effect of normal serum on
the mechanism of agglutination. Vfaite (J 13) yhile working with an "0"
antigen of the Salmonella group found that the addition of normal rat
or rabbit serum inhibited agglutination, and that after agglutination had
taken place 1/5 to 1/20 dilution of fresh serum caused dispersion of the
clumps. The opposite results have been reported by Muir and Browning (7<f)
and.Cordet and Gay (/£") who found that the addition of a normal serum
rendered the agglutination of red cell s more complete. To this process
was given the name of "Conglutination". Dean [7S)
,
repeating this observa-
tion reported that euglobulin was the supporting factor in guinea pig
serum. Eagle {3i) in 1930 again confirmed this observation and Donham
and Fitch (4a ) have recently shown that the substitution of negative
(normal) serum for water in making the dilutions increased the titre
readings, llorthrup and de Kruif (?3) found that the addition of either
normal or immune sera to a suspension of bacilli of rabbit septicemia
displaced the isoelectric point to pH 4.7. Duncan (3 J ) added normal
serum to optimal immune serum suspension mixtures of £>_. paradysenteriae

and found that it inhibited agglutination and reduced cohesion. However,
in the presence of an antibody excess the inhibition by the excess of
immune antibody was lessened and cohesion was increased.
A saturated solution of urea increases the amount of agglutinin
required to produce agglutination and at the same tine reduces the combi-
nation between agglutinin and bacteria ^<P). Of course strong urea
solutions are known to denature proteins. Saponin was not found to inhi-
bit agglutination (£>0) , Horthrox^ and de Kruif (S3) reported that egg
albumen in increased amounts shifted the curve to the alkaline side, so
that the isoelectric point was read at pH 5.0. When globulin was added,
the isoelectric point shifted to PM 6.5. Gelatin was added to suspensions
of Es. ooli by Eggerth and Bellows (3£>). &,t high concentrations of
gelatin agglutination occurred only at pH 4,7, the isoelectric point of
gelatin. With dilutions the flocculation zone v/idened especially on the
acid end;at 1:40,000 dilution of gelatin the flocculation zone shifted
entirely to the acid side. Repeating this e xperiment
. in the absence of
salt these workers found that the zone of flocculation had dropped to
that of untreated J]s_. ; oli (ph. 1.6-pH 3.0). According to these results,
when proteins are added to a bacterial suspension in high concentration,
agglutinati on occurs near -the isoelectric point of the protein. As the
concentration of the protein decreases, the zone of flocculation shifts
toward that of the untreated bacteria.
£ . Addition of inorganic substance s. Keisser and Friedmann
added lead aoetate to a suspension of Eb
.
typhOsa and washed the bacteria
sufficiently to remove the soluble lead. Agglutination was then found to
result from treatment with h2S. Freund found that copper, cadmium,
V
thorium and hydrogen ions added to a suspension of tubercle bacilli
reduced the potential if the chemicals ware used in low concentrations and
caused agglutination whenever the potential difference reached a value
of * 12,5 millivolts. Fotassium, calcium, and magnesium ions, having less
reducing effect, did not cause agglutination in any concentration. While
studying stability factors, Northrup (S'O)found that the concentration of
!TaN53, Na2S04, KCl, NaBr, ITH4CI, BaClg, and MgS04 required to cause
complete aggregation of sensitised ICb . typhosa was the same as llaCl re-
gardless of the concentration of the suspension. Furthermore, they did
not change the sign of the charge. I-Iorthrup points out that these sub-
stances are inert as regards proteins in general and do nob form complex
ions easily with ammonia or amino groups. On the other hand, heavy
metals and H-ions such as KgCl 2 * LaCl3, HCl, H2SO4 did reverse the sign
of the charge and behaved as though they were in combination with the
suspension. He also found that the amount of salt necessary for agglu-
tination increased in proportion to the concexitration of the suspension.
3. Physics
We may suspect from the above section that an interplay of
chemical chan0es may be at work effecting the mechanism of agglutination,
the physical forces of electrical charge and surface tension influence
each other, and in turn' influence the aggregation of bacteria. Electrical
charge in this connection is defined as the potential difference as
measured by electrophoresi&s ($\ ) existing between the surface of the bac-
terium and the suspending fluid.
Like negative electrical charges were suggested by Buchanan (<XA)
and later by Northrop and de Kruif to be the repellent power, keeping
the bacteria in suspension] the force of mutual attraction was considered
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to be exerted "by their surface tension (cohesive force). "When the latter
force is increased to overcome the repellent force, or when the electrical
charge is decreased enough to be dominated by the cohesive force, agglu-
tination results,
: , .a. Direct Measurement of Cohesive Force
Korthrup and de Kruif (§«^) initiated a method by which cohesion
between bacteria can be measured directly. Thick glass slides were covered
with a film of washed org-nismsj the smears were dried and fixed. Cover
slips were prepared in the same manner *but were suspended by means of a
fine platinum wire from the lever of a du NoflLy surface tension apparatus
(33) . The slide and coverslip were immersed in the solution to be tested,
and were allowed to come in contact for definite periods of time; readings
were made of the force required to pull the coverslip from the slide,
Unsensitized Eb . typhosa and the bacillus of rabbit septicemia
were used to show that in a concentration of electrolytes of less than
O.IK the cohesive force was not affected to any great extent, but in con-
centrations greater than 0.1N the mutual attraction was progressively
decreased, Vv'ith the addition of immune serum the cohesive force remained
constant in any dilution of salt. Yftien these results were used in conjunc-
tion with measurements of potential difference it was evident that in the
latter case agglutination took place only when the potential difference
between the bacterial surface and the solution was less than about 15
millivolts, however, in the case of decreased cohesive force a fall in the
potential difference caused no agglutination. In comparing sensitized and
unsensitized Eb . typhosa , other factors remaining constant, it was observed
that the cohesion increased with an increase in concentration of immune
i
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serum until the point of maximum sensitization was reached.
While working with streptococci grown ut various temperatures
Shibley found that the cohesive power of bacteria grown at room
temperature was reduced by the concentrated salt solutions while that of
the 37°C growth was slightly increased. The amount of mutual attraction
varies with the fype of organism and with the changes in environmental
conditions «
Jones and Orcutt used Ilorthrup and de Kruif»s method
to demonstrate the differences in cohesive force wtiieh normal, strongly
agglutinating, aha inhibiting sera exert on 3r. abortus . Using a 1:40 dilu-
tion of serum in 5 B sodium chloride and using gravity as the force for
pressing the slide and coverslip together, these workers found that the
force required to separate the two smears of 2.5 cm in normal serum was
10-20 mgm. more than it took to pull apart smears immersed in 5L! IJaCl
alone. It was also shown that the force in inhibiting serum was from 5
to 10 njgm. more than in normal serum, but when strongly agglutinating serum
was used, it took approximately twice as much force to separate these films
than those in inhibiting serum. It would seem from these results that
there is some force which immune serum imparts to the bacteria to bind
them together and which can be measured directly by means of an apparatus
such as the du Nouy tensiometer*
\,
b. Study of Electrical Charge
Bechhold ( lo ) in 1904 shaved that bacteria, heated or unheated,
passed to the anode, thus bearing a negative charge. These results were
confirmed by Keisser and Friedmann {71), Porges Porges and Prants-
schoff (?3), Lachaelis (7/), Beniasch Schmidt Arkwright [3 J,
anri Priootly Shih loy {J°l) found r hr.ft the charge d iffered with the
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age of the cultures, being, low in young cultures, reaching their peak at
10-12 hours, and drooping to maintain a constant level for 48 hours,
gashed bacteria suspended in distilled water were found to carry a high
negative charge. Northrup and de Kruif (8A) reported that electrolytes
in low concentrations reduced the charge on sensitized bacteria. Shibley
confirmed this observation and found that the addition of normal serum also
depressed the charge on bacteria, but the effect was not as striking as
that which immunte serum had on type I pneurococci . Apparently, charge
reducing effects were highly specific. Shibley (/oA-) later showed that the
addition of increased quantities of immune serum to normal bacteria resul-
ted in a change of electrical potential to a common value which approached
that of a particle of denatured globulin. The cataphoretic isoelectric
point and the hydrogen ion concentration also shifted toward that of de-
natured globulin. Iviudd, Nugent, and Bullock (77) confirmed these results.
4. Lechanica]
a. Agitation of the Suspension
As far back as in 1906 Gaeht'gens {¥3) used centrifugation for
shortening the time in agglutination tests with Eb. tyjphosa and iaratyphi
Gates (-/y) again- used this rrethod for studying the two phases of specific
agglutination. Lludd (73) points out that centrifugation increases the
opportunity for particles to come together as a result of the binding of
agglutinin and by forcing the bacteria together, overcomes the factors
which prevent collision.
Mechanical agitation in the form of shaking or stirring in-
creases the velocity of agglutination. As a result of experiments Eagle
and lieidelberger (^?) observed that shaking had little effect on ac-
celeration if done soon after the antigen and antibody were mixed, but as
f
the clumps increased in size, the effect of agitation was increased (it is
known that shaking is more effective with larger particles such as bacteria
or red cells) and the time required for complete aggregation was shortened
to less than half. A stirring of the mixture by convection currents gives
the same result. This mechanism speed8 3rownian movement, thus increasing
the amount of contact between sensitized bacteria,
C. IRREGULARITIES IK AGGLUTINAT I ftG FORCES
1 . Spontaneous Agglutination .
Agglutination of a suspension of organisms is sometimes observed
to occur when no serum has been added. This abnormality is the basis for
controls of bacteria in saline solution being tested along with agglutina-
tion experiments
.
Stability of a bacterial suspension is usually considered
to be due to a balance of the forces related to surface tension of the fluid
on the surface of the organisms causing mutual attraction, elctronegative
charge causing mutual repulsion, and those forces dealing with Brownian
movement, keeping the organisms in suspension^ (SS) . Spontaneous agglutina-
tion is due to seme imbalance in the normal stability proportions of these
forces and other factors which have been reviewed in Section B of this
the s is
.
a. Proposed Explanations
By varying the conditions under which the bacteria were grown
workers have found organisms to be spontaneously agglutinated
.
M.rsten (iT?) grev/ bacteria on asparagin agar with the result that when the
organisms were suspended in saline, spontaneous agglutination took place.
Mellon (lo7) reported great differences in the ability of a number of cul-
tures which had been grown on different media to be emulsified.
\
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As long ago as 1904 Keisser and Friedmann(7?) and Bechhold [ £>
)
reported spontaneous agglutination and suggested that the organisms lacked
some substance, namely, a protein iihich was responsible for inhibition of
flocculation. Porges and Prantschoff {93) reported that spontaneously
agglutinated Eb . typhosa still combined with agglutinin, and in addition,
Porges showed than an excess of agglutinating serum inhibited agglutination
of spontaneously agglutinable strains. In studies dealing with this sub-
ject, kellon, Hastings, and Anastasia. ( U 7y 6 U 9) , felt that there might be
a hereditary factor that would account for the inability of many suspensions
of bacteria to be stable without a preliminary adjustment in the salt con-
tent or pli of the suspending medium. These workers described a strain
which when placed in water or normal saline flocculated immediately. With
an increase in salt content the aggregates became finer. It was only at
2 per cent IlaCl concentration that this suspension became homogeneous. It
was found that in F/l6 MgQlg it was stable, in 1.1/32 it started to be agglu-
tinated and at iy'64 agglutination was complete. When sodium oleate was
added to a suspension of spontaneously agglutinated "diptheria-like" bacilli
complete emulsion resulted. Their explanation suggested that this action
was brought about by the ability of sodium oleate to diminish the abruptness
at the interfacial boundary between the bacteria and the solution, thus
producing & lowered surfv.pe tension. By repeated washings these organisms
were again ag 0regated. Shibley {/oo) while working with an autoagglutinating
strain of streptococci observed that growth at room temperature instead of
the routine 37°C increased the stability of the organisms. This fact he
explained by supposing that the organisms possessed cohesive force which
resisted the depressing effects of the electrolytes and agglutination

resulted. Growth at lower temperatures prevented this resistance and re-
sulted in stability. Mellon (L7) reported similar results but regarded
the changes as beinj-, produced by daughter colonies appearing at 20°C.
In the preparation of antigens for agglutination tests it is
often observed that organisms are more stable at certain ages . In such
cases young cultures are usually found to be more easily emulsified.
I c"regor and McQueen (6«0 reported meningococci which they found to be ag-
gregated in saline solution or normal serum when 6rown for more than 48
hours. Kabeshima noticed the same results with a strain of V. comma . (j~7)
Mellon (67) while employing a number of cultures of different ages also
found great variations in the stability of suspensions.
2. Inhibited Agglutination
a. Capsular Interference
Marked differences in agglutination of ^capsulated and noncap-
sulated bacteria were demonstrated by Porges ( 9i) to be due to the influence
of the capsular material, for after hydrolysis of the capsule from K.
.
paeu -
agglutination occurred more easily. Streit {/ 0<°) found that Fried-
lander's bacilli that were grown at 8°C produced less capsular material and
was more easily agglutinable than when they were grown at 37°C. Mudd {7i)
more recently has pointed out that acid-fast bacilli sometimes show little
or no agglutination even in potent homologous sera, however, the bacteria,
after being allowed to stand over night in the ice box were centrifuged and
resuspended in saline solution, and it was found that those tireated with
the higher concentrations of serum were agglutinated. The size and coherence
of flocouli increased up to the highest serum concentration even where there
was a pre zone by the usual method.

b. Postzone and Prezone Phenomena
With a routine agglutination system, in which the serum in a
row of test tubes is diluted progressively toward the right, and in which
the dilution of bacteria remains constant., aggregation will be inhibited at
one point on the right and will thereafter be absent. This postzone is
generally attributed to an inadequate amount of antibody for flocculation
of the bacteria {\$) . In the same system a similar phenomenon occurs at
times in the tubes on the left. This has been called a prezone and was
described by several - early investigators. Detre" considered agglutination
occurring in the first tubes in a series to be due to normal agglutinins
which differ from specific immune agglutinins occurring in the higher dilu-
(*7)
tions. Agglutinating power within the prezone in cowserum was restored by
heating the serum to 53°C for 30 minutes or the addition of a very small
amount of normal negative bovine or rabbit serum. Betre" suggested comple-
ment to be the anti-inhibitory factor in the latter case. However, the
same reactions did not occur when human, guinea pig, swine, horse, or fowl
sera, some of which are rich in complement, were added to a similar serum
(?t). White (j)3) reported that the range and intensity of the prezone did
not seem to be proportional to the agglutinating power, although it tended
to be greatest in sera of high titre.
c. ¥'idzone Phenomenon
A third zonal phenomenon may be seen occassionally in several
tubes near the center of the system. Spencer {jos) reported this midzone
destroyed if serum-suspension mixtures were incubated at 56 °C. Priestly (9v)
noticed a narrowing of the zone when incubation was carried out at this
temperature, but the zone did not disappear. Both; workers found that
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inactivation of serum at 56°C and subsequent incubation of the mixture at
57°C widened the inhibitory zone and induced a prezone in some positive
sera. In further observations with Br, abortus and I . ir.trace] lularis
Spencer found temperature to be very important in controlling the presence
or absence of a midzone, and the optimum temperature was not the same for
both sera. Whatever the cause is for a midzone, it seems to be a variable
factor, for in some cases 37 °C incubation will cause the zone to appear,
while with other sera, it will disappear; storing sera may develop a midzone
or cause it to disappear; sera differ within themselves in that at one time
they show a midzone, at others, a pre zone. To demonstrate the specificity
of the reaction, Spencer found that he could transfer a midzone to other-
positive Br. s.hortus antisera but not to ant i-typhosus sera. Shibley {)<>})
observed the same specificity in relation to prezone s when combinations of
typhoid, melitensis, end dysentery organisms were tried.
By referring to the physical factors dealing with agglutination
in an attempt to explain inhibitin zonal phenomena, Priestley (•?*/) suggest-
ed that in anti-brucella sera insufficient reduction of electrical poten-
tial on bacteria in dilutions within this zone might be the cause of inhi-
bition. However, Shibley (/oz, ja s^ff) had repeatedly shewn that prezones
could not be explained by differences in electrical affects but, instead,
suggested that such sera were deficient in coating properties, that the
injured globulin failed to behave as particles of denatured globulin and
thus failed to flocculate. Jones and Orcutt {Si) confirmed these results
dealing with electrical potential in suspensions of Br . abortus . The
latter investigators found that when both midzonal and- pre zonal sera were
mixed with typical sera, the respective zones widened. Their results also
(»
(A
agreed with Spencer's (jo5~) and Shibley's (J°$ in that within both zone-
producing sera agglutinin was present even though agglutination did not
occur.
,
Jones and Orcutt demonstrated that with these strong inhibitory
sera centrifugation did not help the agglutinating property. As a result
of turbidity readings during centrifugation experiments they found that
more force v/as needed to cause sedimentation of the organisms than was
found necessary for sedimentation of organisms in normal immune sera.
However, no further increase in volume as a result of combination with the
inhibiting serum^than had been found with normal immune serum^was observed.
Northrup and de Kruif 's method for studying cohesive force directly demon-
strated that the force required to separate films in 1:40 dilution of
inhibitory serum was only slightly greater than that required to pull
apart smears in normal serum or in 5M NaCl solution , and that separating
films treated with strongly agglutinating serum necessitated nearly twice
as much force as in the case of those immersed in. inhibitory sera. Further-
more, when smears treated with inhibiting serum were washed and resuspended
in 5M NaCl solution the cohesive force approximated that of readings taken
in strong agglutinating serum.
d. Proposed Explanations
Autolytic products of the bacteria and c onstituents of the media
were designated as caases for prezones by Krumweide, Cooper, and Provost
(o~?) who contended that these products acted as protective agents . These
investigators found that when an untreated saline suspension of bacilli
was used for absorption, an exaggeration of the prezone resulted. After
centrifuging and resuspendiiig the bacilli in fresh saline solution the
ft
prezone was less marked. The addition of a s econd dose of bacteria
resulted in an exaggeration of the prezone.
Eisenberg and Volk (3?) attempted to explain the prezone pheno-
menon by Ehrlich's theory. They suggested that part of the antibody which
is responsible for combination with the antigen is intact, but that the
portion responsible for agglutination had been injured. Shibley {.^l) pro-
duced artificial zones by heating the sera and agreed that prezones are due
to
^modified agglutinin or agglutinoid which had a greater affinity for the
bacteria than the agglutinins have.
Zinsser v//^) contested the early idea of injured antibody and
favored the conception that zonal phenomena are definitely dependent upon
quantitative union between antigen and antibody, Seddon Spencer {1°^,
and Friestly agreed that the position of the inhibition zone depended
upon the ratio between the amount of serum and the number of organisms.
Spencer (/^observed that when the amount of antigen was increased, the
zone of inhibition was shifted to dilutions in wliich there was an increase
in the amount of serum.
The phenomenon of inhibition has been studied by Coca and Kelly
who used a powerful inhibitory serum against
_H. influenzae . They
found that when this serum was added to a suspension of homologous bacteria,
no agglutination could be seen, although these same organisms were agglu-
tinated by other anti-influenzae sera. Agglutination was suppressed when
agglutinating serum and inhibitory serum were mixed simultaneously with
the bacteria. These workers also were able to absorb the inhibiting agent
and concluded that there must be a specific antibody in some sera which
causes the depression of aggregation. This possibility was deemed feasible
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by Priestley (ft).
• Kudd and LIudd (7t») and Jones and Orcutt {Si) state that there
is deposited on the bacterial surface a globulin film, which the latter
workers believe does not prevent collision of bacteria but reduces cohe-
sivencss of sensitized bacteria. This was demonstrated by the turbidity
and cohesion experiments.
3 . Reactions of Atypical Strains
• Several investigators have reported findings on the development
of atypical strains. Of the early workers, Tieeney Rodet {w) s Kir-
Sten {£8), Ficai (^>), Liclntosh and KcQueen have all described strains
of bacteria v/hich have reacted atw pically in respect to agglutination. It
has often been observed that freshly isolated bacteria from a case of in-
fection are not easily agglutin.ble 0)4). Meyer and Neilson (7°) described
an interesting strain which had been isolated from a vaccinated laboratory
assistant. The organism was presumably transferred to another vaccinated
assistant. In both cases the disease and the organism were atypical,
Yfhen a third unvaccinated person was infected, the disease developed typi-
cally, and the isolated bacillus was a normal Eb . typho sa . Among the vari-
ations noticed in this organism, the following were reported in connection
with agglutination. Hilled formalized suspensions became inagglutinable
to anti-typhoid serum, but simultaneously acquired specific agglutinability
for an ortienteridit is serum. The modified strain completely absorbed
S. enteriditis agglutinins from this serum. Arkwright (.3) pointed out
that many enteric organisms develop "S" and "R" forms, in which the MS" form-
is stable and the "R" varient is spontaneously agglutinated in liaCl and in
broth
.
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a. proposed Explanations
Mellon ascribes variability in s trains to a modification in
the receptor apparatus brought about by the diverse nature of bacterial
hereditary factors. In different periods of growth of the organism one
factor dominates the others, and at other periods, other factors are pre-
dominant, uells, believes that the development of inagglutinability
may be due to an active immunity of the bacteria against the agglutinins,
for it can be developed in agglut inable strains by cultivating them in
serum containing agglutinins.
Soroe of the most intensive investigations concerning stability
and instability of bacterial suspensions have been published by Kudd,
Nugent, and Bullock (77) who compared bacterial surface reactions to those
of colloids. Their conclusions indicate that bacterial surfaces vary
greatly, and that these surfaces range from markedly hydrophobic (have
little or no affinity for water ) types to those which are strongly hydro-
philic (have a marked affinity for water). Bacteria with strongly hydro-
phobic surfaces were found to be stabilized mainly by electrokinetic
potential difference. They were agglutinated when their electrokinetic
potential y«.s reduced below a definite relatively high critical value.
Hydrophilic bacteria depended upon both potential difference and hydration.
In the case of some organisms surface hydration was the important factor,
so that dehydration would tend to result in agglutination through an
increase in cohesive force. These authors state that atypical reactions
observed in sensitized organisms, are not analogous to zone phenomena in
suspensions of colloids. Tb&y agree with Shibley that the agglutinin is
so modified that it binds with the bacteria but does not clump them.

D. THEORIES OF AGGREGATION
1 . Side-Chain Theory
Ehrlich's side-chain theoryQ/as one of the frst propounded to
explain the mechanism of antibody-antigen reactions. It was an attempt to
explain antibody production by analogy with the reactions of organic chem-
istry, and lias been discussed by many authors including Dean C*2-5") , Eagle
{3¥) , Topley, Wilson and Duncan , and Ludd , Nugent, and Bullock [77),
According to this conception, the antibody-producing cell is composed of
complex chemical aggregates to which are attached "side-chains". The
latter form the point of contact between the cell and other materials.
By these receptors, which were supposed to be definite chemical entities,
antigens become attached to the cells, and since these antigens are not
normal attachments, the growth of new receptors is stimulated. The super-
fluous receptors are thrown off into the surrounding medium as specific
antibodies. Of -these antibodies, the "ha; tophore" group enters into chemi-
cal union with corresponding groups of the antigen, and if the state of
the antigen is altered, as in agglutination, another group on the antibody,
the "ergophore" group, proceeds to produce agglutination. With the discov-
ery of new phenomena, this theoretical structure had to be elaborated, and
the postulated activities of the various groups had to modified, to such
an extent, that the resulting confusion of coined terms and complex func-
tions gradually lead to discarding the theory,
2.
"
-
1
'
- ?tion
Arrhenius attempted to apply the laws of physical chemistry to
the question of immunity and believed that the adsorption of specific
agglutinins b^ bacteria was the simplest reaction in the field of immunity.
-
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A formula, C=k52/3 was derived to express the relationship between the
quantity of adsorbed ag C)lutin^c) and free agglutinin (3). k w_.s a constant,
Arrhenius* interpretation of the above formulawas as follov/s : "It states
that the agglutinin molecules are divided between two solvents, the bacteria^
cells and the surrounding medium, and that, of two molecules of free agglu-
tinin are formed three molecules of adsorbed agglutinin". Later, the
formula was changed to C=kBn because it was found that both k and thfc
exponent n varied in different experiments. As Boyd (/ 8) points out, the
composition of the antibody-antigen compound and the molecular sizes of
antibodies, antigens, and reactive products were not known at that time,
and Arrhenius did not realize that it might be possible for combination
between antigens and antibody to take place in multiple proportions. In
any case, the views of Arrhenius do not seem ever to have gained any general
acceptance among practicing immunologists
.
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The process of agglutination according to the views of Bordet
{/3j li) consists of two stages. The first phase was considered to be an
adsorption phenomenon in which agglutinins are adsorbed onto the bacteria.
The union of antigen and antibody (which can occur in the absence of
electrolytes) Bordet considered as being due to the interaction of specific
affinities. A modification of the surface properties and charge and the
acquisition of a sensitivity to the flocculating influence of electrolytes
result. The second phase was believed to be non-specific by Bordet, who
postulated that it was the electrolytes which aggregated the "sensitized"
bacteria. Thus he compared the second phase of agglutination to the pre-
cipitation of a colloidal suspension. He believed that antibody spread
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over the surface of bacteria as thin layer, and that this antigen-antibody
combination took place in varying proportions according to the proportion
in whv^h the two reactants were mixed. This was supposed to account for
differing properties of the complex which were manifested, for example,
inhibition zones or "prezones" when antibody or antigen is in excess.
4. The "Lattice" ("alternation")
...
"
1,'arrack (£\3) prooosed a theory in which the antibody was sup-
nosed to have more than one combining group. In such a system a "lattice"
could be built up in antigen-antibody reactions by antibody acting as links
between particles of. antigen, Topley, V/ilson, and Duncan [( a% attempted
to apply this hypothesis to agglutination. The antibody molecules are
supposed to act as specific linkages between adjacent bacterial cells.
VJhen optimal proportions of antigen and antibody are used, combining sites
on both bacteria and antibody enable these particles to unite specifically
when they collide with one another, thus forming larger and larger clumps.
In antigen or antibody excess all combining sites on the antibody or anti-
gen molecules respectively are occupied before the aggregates reach any
considerable size. This explanation was considered to account for differ-
ences in macroscopic appearance of the clumps in systems containing varying
amounts of antigen or antibody.
5. - - - ^ ' - "J
' A theory similar to the preceding one of alternate combination
of antigen and antibody molecules has been proposed by Heidelberger and
Kendall This theory was applied to agglutination by Heidelberger and
Kabat who believed that agglutination can be quantitatively accounted
for by entirely a chemical bcsis, and developed equations which they
1
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stated were derived from the law of mass action. Assumption was made that
the initial combination of S (polysaccharide of pneumococci) and A (anti-
body) is a bimolecular reaction resulting in AS, followed by competing
bimolecular reactions ( in antibody excess) due to mutual multivalence of
the reactants, and that these combinations increase in size until they are
tacroscopically distinct. They wrote the following schematic reactions;
AS + A AS .A
AS + AS
-i AS .AS .
Agglutination ttaen consists of bacteria held together by combinations of
groupings on the bacteria with antibody molecules. This is a three-dimension!
al process but can be represented two-dimensionally
J
. .A.(PnS) .A..
« *
..(PnS) A.(PnS)..
..^.(PnS).A..
•
Thus, the reaction of agglutination is regarded as specific in all phases
and no distinction is made between initial combination of an antigen and
antibody and the succeeding aggregation of the resulting particles.
Heidelberger suggests that electrolytes provide ions for the ionized salt
complexes in which form antibody probably reacts and to minimize electro-
static effects due to the presence of many ionized groupings on particles.
In the absence of electrolyte he believed that because the reactants carry
ionized groups, it is possible that trie competing bimolecular reactions
described above would soon result in the formation of particles carrying
large numbers of ionized groups. Coulomb forces on such particles, by
causing great viscosities and Donnan effects might prevent the continuation
of the chemical reactions causing agglutination. Electrolytes would reduce

the Coulomb forces and agglutination could continue. Reagglutination
experiments were cited by Heidelberger as confirming the "multi-
valence" of ait ibody. He states: "For example, Type I pneumococci may be
agglutinated with a lar^e excess of antibody, and the excess of antibody
then removed by thorough washin8
)
and the agglutinated pneumococci resus-
pended evenly in saline. According, to the theory, the prediction may be
made that addition of 'an appropriate amount of Type I pneumococci or of
Type I specific polysaccharide will cause re agglutination into larger
clumps. This would be brought about through' the chemical linkage of multi
valent antibody on the agglutinated, washed cells irfeiher with multivalent
S I on the freshly added pneumococci, ©fr with dissolved 3 I if a solution
of the polysaccharide were added instead. It may also be predicted that
if Type II pneumococci or Type II polysaccharide be added to a similar sus
pension of agglutinated, wahsed, Type I cells, reagglutination into larger
clumps will not occur, although salt concentration, electrical potential,
and cohesive force v/ould be identical or nearlv so, in the two sets of
experiments. It may also be predicted that addition of Type I pneumococci
after the Type II cells added in the preceding instance will result in
reagglutination, leaving a turbid supernatant containing most of the Type
II cells. All of these predictions are fully verified when subjected to
experimental test, and the verification is interpreted in the light of the
above theory as follows:
"Specific bacterial agglutination is not a mere combination or
coating of bacterial surface antigen with dissolved antibody, followed by
non-specific flocculation due to the presence of salts, but appears more
reasonably to be a more dynamic process: the chemical combination $rmlti-

valent antigen. on the reactive bacterial surfaces with multivalent anti-
body, originally in solution, to build up larger and larger a^regates
until these flock out and the process is terminated. The function of
salts in this process is then the purely secondary one of minimizing, electro
static effects due to the presence of many ionized groupings on the
particles, effects which might interfere with the primary process of
building up aggregates by chemcial interaction. At least in the case of
the water-insoluble antibody to pneunococcus produced in the horse, salts
also provide ions for the soluble, ionized salt complexes in which form
this antibody probably reacts,"
Boyd (/?) suggested that the fresh cells added night be agglu-
tinated by antibody dissociating from the washed agglutinated cells, but
Heidelberger replied to this '\Jf) that the process wt.s much too rapid for
this to be the true explanation.
6 , The Occlusion Theor
Marrack Klei) sug0ested that as the antibody-antigen oomplojc
complex is formed, the polar groups which normally bind with water to
keep the antibody in suspension, cone in close enough contact with other
polar groups, so that they attract each other instead of the water mole-
cules, This leaves only the polar groups On the free surface of the mole-
cule for binding water, and if there are not enough of such groups to keep
the complex in solution, aggregation will result, if the surface potential
is below a critical value. As an extension of this idea, Boyd (JJ) sug-
gests an "Occlusion Theory" which, when applied to agglutination, states
that in an antibody-antigen complex there is mutual neutralization of
polar groups of the antigen and antibody. Furthermore the polar groups on
'Cj.j no lF!f.nl(=» fl of ant'ihndy are blocked by other nearby molecules, so
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that such polar groups can no longer attract water in order to keep the
combination in solution. Agglutination is the result, and the amount of
agglutination following antigen-antibody combination depends upon
number of polar gtfoups that are available on the antigen for neutralization
by the antibody groups, and the amount of blocking of* the antibody molecule
which in turn depends upon the distance between the reactive groups.
S. CONCLUSIONS
1. The results of the years of study of bacterial agglutination have been
summarized
.
2. The review of the literature presented here includes:
a. A description of the phenomenon of agglutination, which has been
c
obtained from observations with the microscope, microinemato^raph,
and the electron microscope.
b. Evidence of protein, carbohydrate and lipoidal antigenic constituents
in bacteria and evidence for the globulin nature of agglutinin.
c. Results of experiments in which the effect of variation in salt
concentration, serum dilution, pll, temnerature, and the addition of
organic and inorganic substances havebeen studied.
d. Results of experiments suggesting that: a decrease in electrical
potential and an increase in cohesive force follows the combination
of agglutinin and antigen.
3. Irregularities of agglutinating forces, as indicated by spontaneous and
by inhibited agglutination, and the proposed explanations of these
irregularities
. have been described. -1
4. The principal theories of agglutinin-antigen combination have been pre-
sented
.
t
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in. EXFKRr x . ork
A. SPECIES AND STRAINS OF BACTERIA USED
1 Eberthella typhos
a
This strain was acquired from the Department of 3 cteriology
of the Boston University School of Iv'.edicine, where it has been used for
teaching purposes,
2
.
Ilemophi lu s per tus s i
s
This strain was also acquired from the Department of Bacterio-
logy of the Boston University School of Medicine,
3. 3 treptococcus
This "Cook" strain was acquired from the Department of Immunology
of the Boston University School of Medicine where it had been isolated from
a case of Scarlet Fever.
B. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNIC
1
.
preparation of Suspensions of Bacteria
A growth of Sb . typhos a was washed from slants of meat infusion
agar and suspended in physiological salt solution. To each 5 ml . of this
suspension was added 2 drops of formalin.
PI. pertussis was grown on beef infusion glycerol agar contain-
ing coagulated blood. This growth was washed with physiological salt solu-
tion and killed in a manner similar to that used for 5b. typhos
a
.
Tryptic digest medium was used for culturing the "Cook" strain
of hemolytic streptococci which was killed by the addition of 0.1 per cent
formalin. After incubation of various organisms with formalin for 24 hours
,
they were washed and suspended in glycerine saline solution at 10 per cent
concentration, A 1:10 dilution of this in distilled water was used for

injection of rabbits. A washed suspension o'f about 500 organisms per ml.
was used for all agglutination tests, in both the initial tests of the anti-
sera and the final experiments.
2 . Pre jar at ion of Immune Sera
Rabbits were injected according to the following plan:
Ar.ti-t^ pi 1 05
u
s serum
1st. week 2nd. week 3rd. week 4th week 5th vieei
T.'onday
Tuesday
\7eenesda.
0.3 ml. IV*
0.4 ml. IV
1 ml. IAbd* 1.5 ml IAbd 1.5 ml IAbd 2ml IAM
0.2 ml TV-
0i5 ml. IV 0.2 ml IV
*IV=iiitravenously
0.3 ml. IV 0.4 ml IV
0.3 ml IV 0.4 ml IV
IAbd=intraabdominally
0.5ml IV
0.5ml IV
The rabbit was bled during the ninth week.
I.Iond ay-
Tuesday
Wednesday
1st, week
0.5 ml IV
0.5 ml IV
0.5 ml IV
Anti-pertus si
s
serum
2nd week 3rd week 4th
1 ml IAbd
0.5ml IV
0.6 ml IV
1.5 ml IAbd 2 ml IV
0.7 Ml IV 0.9 Ml IV
0.8 ml IV 1.0 ml IV
The rabbit v/as bled during the sixth week,
Anti-streptococcus serum
1st. week 2nd. week 3rd week 4th week
Monday
Tue sday
Wednesday
1.5 ml IAbd 2 ml IAbd
0.7 ml IV 0,9 ml IV
0.2 ml IV 1 ml IAbd
0.3 ml IV 0.5 ml IV
0.4 ml IV 0.6 ml IV 0.8 ml IV' 1.0 ml IV
The rabbit was bled during the fifth week. The serum was drawn off and
centrifuged for fifteen minutes at 2000 E.P.I'., and removed from the sedi-
mented erythrocytes. Each serum was tested according to routine agglutina-
tion technic. The follovdng is the protocol of the tests on the anti-
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typhosus serum. The sane technic was used to test the anti-pertussis and
the anti-streptococcus sera.
0,9 ml of physiological salt solution was placed in the 1st tube
of a row of ten tubes, the last nine of which received 0.5 cc of physiolo-
gical salt solution.
0.1 ml of anti-typhosus serum was added to the first tube, the
contents were mixed by drawing the mixture in and out of a pipette, and
0.5 ml. was withdrawn and placed in tube Hoi 2. The contents of the second
tube were mixed, 0.5 ml was withdrawn and placed in tube No. 3. This
process was continued through tube N->. 9. The contents of the ninth tube
were mixed, 0.5 ml was withdrawn and discarded. Tube Mo.. 10 contained
0.5 ml of saline only. To each tube 1-10 inclusive, 0.5 ml of suspension
of 2b . typhosa was added, thus making the final dilutions of serum: 1:20,
1:40, 1:80, 1:160, 1:320, 1:640, 1:1280, 1:2560, 1:5120.
The tubes were shaken and placed in 51 °C water bath for four
hours, after which they were placed in the ice box overnight.
Agglutination titres (the highest dilution of serum in which
agglutination was found ^ were read macroscopically the next morning. The
following results were obtained: anti-typhosus-1 :'2560, anti-pertussis -1:1 280
an ti-streptococcus-1 : 2560
.
Cross agglutination tests were set up following the above proto-
col with £b
.
typhosa a^uinst dilutions of anti-pertussis and anti-strepto-
coccus sera; H» pertus sis suspensions were tested against anti-typhosus
and anti-streptococcus sera. Streptococci were tested against anti-pertus-
sis and anti-typhosus sera. Slight cross agglutination was observed in all
cases. Therefore, absorptions were set up to remove factors responsible
4r
for this cross-agglutination. Each of the antisera were treated with
heavy suspensions of the two heterologous bacteria and were incubated at
37°C for two hours , after which the mixtures were centril'uged, snd the
supernatant fluids were re-tested for cross -agglutination. The absorption
was rex?eated until no cross-agglutination coulc. be detected microscopically
3. The final _
The final experiment consisted of three parts.
a. Agglutination tests were set up by following the technic outlined
for testing the anti-sera. In these tests anti-typhosus serum was diluted.
1:20 through Iff120. 0.5 ml of equal amounts of Eb. typhosa and strepto-
cocci were added to each tube.
b. Likewise, streptococci end Eb . typhosa suspensions were added to
dilutions of anti-streptococcus serum,
c. Tilth a similar technic equal parts of Eb. typhosa and streptococcus
suspensions were added to a mixture of equal amounts of anti-typhosus and
anti-streptococcus sera.
These mixtures were examined (after incubation) microscopically,
in the form of Gram-stained smears, and the proportion of homogeneous
to mixed clumps was determined by counting the number of homogeneous and
mixed clumps in fifteen fields from each smear. This experiment was
repeated with anti-pertussis and II. pertussis suspensions except that the
dilutions in this case went only as high as 1:1280.
C. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
a, Eb
.
typhosa and streptococci mixed with anti-typhosus serum showed
agglutination only of Eb. t„ phosa in dilutions through 1:640. Fron this
point cn, though the small groups were homogeneous, the larger clumps
i
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showed a few streptococci. These were not considered to be part of the
clumps. There were no homogeneous clumps of streptococci,
b. When streptococci and Eb . typhosa were mixed with anti-strepto-
coccus serum, agglutination of streptococci forming small or medium-sized
clumps was observed in all dilutions. The Eb . typhosa were not agglutinated
nor were bacilli found mixed with the streptococcus clumps
c. When equal amounts of Zb , typhosa and streptococci were added to
equal amounts of their respective anti-sera, both homogeneous and mixed
clumps were observed. It was noticed that the smaller clumps were homo-
geneous, but that the larger clumps were more apt to be mixed. This
agreed with observations that had been made during the process of incuba-
tion, when specimens were removed at intervals. Smears from such suspen-
sions showed homogeneous clumping through 1 1/2 hours, J?ter which more
and more mixed agglutination was found.
Differences in the concentration of the serum seemed to effect the
type of agglutination j with more concentrated serum, more mixed clumps were
observed, and with more dilute serum fewer mixed clumps were seen. The
results are shown in Table I,
(TABLE I)
A more careful examination of the mixed clumps showed an inter-
esting phenomenon. As the clumps were being counted, it became apparent
that there were two types of mixed aggregations, those in which the two
types of organisms were definitely scrambled, and a second type in which
it appeared that a clump of one type of organism was attached to a second
type, that if these two clumps could be separated from one another they
would be homogeneous. The analysis of the mixed nlunps revealed the
_

TABLE I
AGGLUTINATION OF j£3. TYPHOSA ANL STREPTOCOCCI MIXED WITH A
MIXTURE OF THEIR ANT ISERA
Dilution of serum No. of clumps of organisms Percentage of clumps
per 15 fields Homogeneous Mixed
1:20 204 89 11
1:80 113 84 16
1:160 125 80 11
1:1280 156 93 7
1:2560 117 95 5
1:5120 242 95 5
(4
results in Table II.
It was observed that this second type of agglutination (indica-
ted as/)) became more and more prevalent as the dilution of the serum
increased until the dilution 1:5120 was reached, when the only recorded
nixed clumps were of the "pseudo-mixed" type.
Because ihe ant i-pertussis serum could not be completely absorbed
the agglutination tests with the anti-pertussis sera, anti-streptococcus
serum, and their respective antigens was not carried out as thoroughly.
The number of mixed clumps found with concentrated serum was relatively
greater than in the tests with Cb . typhoga . Observations similar to those
found with the latter organisms, however, were observed; namely , the
clumps were predominantly homogeneous and an increased number of clumps
recorded as "mixed" were of the A tyre. as the dilution of serum increased
(Tables III and IV) . •
( TABLES III AND IV)
An experiment was also carried out in which suspensions of H.
pertussis and streptococci were caused to agglutinate by lowering the
electrolyte concentration. Equal amounts of these organisms were suspended
in physiological salt solution, mixed, and centrifuged. The supernatant
fluid was poured off and the organisms were resuspended in 0.1 per cent
sodium chloride. Smears stained by Gram's method (7 ) revealed both homo-
geneous and mixed clumps, with the latter predominating. This is shown in
Table V. It was noticed that these clumps were looser than when aggluti-
nating serum was used.
<
TABLE II
ANALYSIS OF MIXED CLUMPS
(S3. IYPIXw/. A] D STREPTOCOCCI)
Dilution of serum Ho. of mixed /0 type of Percentage of ,6 type
c lumps clump
1:20 21 . 3 14.3
1:80 18 5 27.8
1:160 13 3 23.1
1:1280 11 7 63.6
1:2560 6 SS.6
1:5120 11 11 100.0
II
TA3LE III
AGGLUTIKATIOII OF H. PERTUSSIS AKD STEEPTOCOCCI BY A
KIXTURE OF THE IE RESPECTIVE Al'TISERA
Dilution of serum IIo. of clumps of organisms Percentage of clump
per 15 fields Homogeneous ?.:ixed
1:20 121 54 45
1:120 215 97 Z •. *
1:1280 213 96 4
r
TABLE IV
Dilution of serum
ANALYSIS OF UIXSD CLU1TS
(E. FERTUSS IS ASD STKEPTOCOCC i)
No. of mixed /6 type of Percentage of /0 type
clumps clump
1:20
1:120
1:1280
56
7
8
7
86

TABLE V
SPONTANEOUS AGGLUTINATION OF H. PERTUSSIS AND STREPTOCOCCI
231 0.1 PER CENT SODIUM CHLORIDE SOLUTION
Clumps per 15 fields
Kind ' Number
Homogeneous
i pertussis 21
Homogeneous
Streptococcus 7
Mixed clumps 90
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D. DISCUSSION
The observation that homogeneous clumps of the corresponding
antigen were formed when one type of anti-serum was added to a suspension
of two types of feaoteria suggests that the second stage of combination in
bacterial agglutination is specific. The occassional inclusion of the
second organism in such clumps might possibly be explained by the fact
that 3rownian movement could have brought the second organism within the
area in which specific aggregates were being formed, resulting in the
"trapping" of the foreign organisms within the clump.
Marrack's "Lattice" hypothesis and the "rnutual-multi -valence"
theory of Keidelberger and Kendall seem able to explain most of the results
of the experiments labeled "c". When serologically different bacteria are
mixed with their respective antibodies there is a definite tendency for the
resulting clumps to be made up of one type of bacterium, although, in more
concentrated antibody, mixed clumps are found. Bordet's theory steLtes that
the second stage is non-specific, therefore, according to this theory,
nixed clumps would be expected from the combination of the four reactants,
Heidelberger ano Kendall's theory presumes a multivalent antibody (each
antibody molecule is supposed to contain a number of groups capable of
reacting with the antigen) and a multivalent antigen (each antigen molecule
contains a number of groups capable of reacting with the antibody) . The
homogeneous clumps observed in these experiments may be explained b}; this
hypothesis. However, the multivalence of antibody has been a long disputed
question. Pappenheimer, Lundgreii and Williams (£*0 , in an attempt to
measure valence concluded that the antibody valence was greater than one
but not more than two. Controversial evidence for multivalence has been
*
reported by Pauling K^^^l) but doubts on it have been cast by Boyd and
Behnke (*°) # Kersey {SO) i recently suggests that multivalent antibody
would explain the results of his experiment with bacteriophage. Topley,
V/ilson, and Duncan {I of) aid Wiener and Herman (//Y) have found similar ob-
servations to these described in this thesis.
The mixed clumps observed could be accounted for by the sugges-
tion of Wiener and Herman that a non-specific "stickiness" of the agglutina-
ted organisms occurs when the antibody is present in sufficient amount.
Definitely mixed clumps v/ere found only in the higher concentrations of
antibody and the mixed agglutination reported in the lower concentrations
have been shown to be "mixed" only after homogeneous agglutination had
taken place. Therefore, even though specific forces causing combination
and aggregation seems to be the predominating factors, non-specific forces,
especially in uhe presence of concentrated antibody, help to form some of
the clumps
.
Y/hen serologically different bacteria are made to agglutinate
in low salt concentration, non-specific agglutination is predominant.
This observation suggests that specificity of agglutination seems to depend
upon the antibody. Homogeneous clumps in this experiment might be ex-
plained by chance contact as the result of Brownian movement, for the
homogeneous clumps ire re all small (15-50 organisms per clump).
F. CONCLUSIONS
1. The results of experiments on mixed agglutination with serologi-
cally different species of microorganisms show that aggregates tend to be
predominantly homogeneous, especially when antibody is dilute'. As antibody
increases in concentration, mixed clumps become more prevalent.
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2.. These results tend to agree with the "mutual-multi-valence"
hypothesis in which specific forces govern all phases of agglutination.
3. llon-specif io forces are also present in agglutination reac-
tions, especially with concentrated antibody.
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